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Thp.1 Control Current Opinion



Expression monitoring for 10,000 genes in a model of inflammation. (a) THP-1 cells were differentiated to a macrophage-like state with PMA for 48 hours. (b) Several genes characteristic of neutrophils disappear (cathepsin G, monocyte chemoattractant protein [MCPl] receptor, GCSF receptor), and macrophage-associated genes are upregulated (osteopontin, IL1 -/3, IL6, CD-I 4). (c) Subsequent stimulation with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) for four hours produced



a



I”



Eiwtechnology



profound change in gene expression patterns. (d) Several cytokines including SCYAP, MIPl-0, LD78, IL6, and MCPl are highly upregulated. In addition, the drug target of NSAlDs, prostaglandin G/H synthase, is highly upregulated. Ten of the top 23 upregulated genes are ESTs. The reproducibility of the assay is demonstrated in (e) where the same sample is hybridized against itself; 99% of the elements gave differential expression values < +/- 1.4.fold.
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Figure 2
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effort scanned almost 17,000 sequence tagged sites (Z/3 of \rAiich \\ere expressed secluence tags [WI’s]) across a total of 2 \Ib of sequence, and required 1-D unique fabrications of short oligo microarrays. Because of assav scnsiti\,ity and complexity constraints in the human genomc, probes were gcncrated from pools of IY:R products requiring specific primers for each of the 17,000 sequences snnqed across each of sc\zn indi\ iduals. ‘I’he rcsnlt turned up approximately 3000 SNP candidates. ‘I‘he survev information ;1 dedicated genotyping arr+ for.2 test subsct



\\‘a~ reduced to of .5.58 SNPs.



(:oniplimentary mapping utility is predicted for the method of genomic mismatch scanning (GhlS). GhlS selects rhc population of fragments that are identical b)- descent among members of a pedigree or lvirhin a population by a process of solution hybridization and enzymatic selection of heteroduplex-hybrids containing no mismatches. High resolution mapping information is derived from labeling and hyhridization to high densit); microarrays if there is ;I sufficient number of mapped and ordered clones. I:irst de\,eloped in the Iess complex )-cast genome [23,21], current refinements show promising hybrid enrichment in human samples [25,X], vhich could facilitate disease gene mapping [27-311 and genome-wide scanning for relevant allelic \wiation \+,here large pre-cataloged



sets of SNPs do not already



exist.



‘I’he potential value of these approaches incited rhc current expansion of commercial efforts and alliances based on col˚ and typing polymorphism information. Studies and statistical approaches using SNP and polymorphism data are becoming more sophisticated [32-341. Array-based methods clearly add needed leverage, but because of the current limitations on sensitivity, throughput, and accurac); the most effective formats probably remain to be developed.



Expression analysis Small arrays to large arrays to time-course studies Heller et a/. [3.5] provide the first example of profiling genes involved in disease progression using small 5%cI1NA microarrays, which include genes previousI) implicated in this process in the literature. In a model of inflammation, cytokines and chemokines were upregulatcd as expected. Comparison of primary chondrocytes and
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Cladistic representation of Inflammation. U937



for different steroid treatments in a model cells were differentiated with 100 nM phorbol



mynlstlc acid (PMA) for 48 hours, followed by the combination of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (10 ng/ml) and TNF-c( (0.1 ng/ml) for 24 hours with or without
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s)-no\ iocytes from human rheumaroid arthritis (RA) tissue gave remarkably similar profiles upon srimulation \vith ‘I’NP and 11,-l, thus demonstrating the utility of primary cell culture as a model for authentic human disease samples. (:omparati\,e analysis of R.4 and inflammatory bowel disease revealed both qualitative similarities, underlying the similar inflammatory nature of both diseases, and distinct differences, representing inflammaGon in intlammarorl;



the more subdued level of bowel disease. ‘l’he repro-



ducibility of this assay and the underlying biology is demonstrated by the fact that samples from se\zral Ii.4 patients gave similar results. as did rcpcat samples from the same patient. DeRisi ectrl. [ 1.51used larger microarrays containing a mixture of known and anonymous genes to identif! the genes on chromosome 6 responsible for tumor suppression. Probes were derived from the 1YACC-903 melanoma cell line and ir’s non-tumorigenic counterpart IJACC-903(+6) suppressed b) addition of a normal chromosome 6. Of the 870 unique genes arrayed, 1.7% were downregulated and 7.3% were uprcgulated in rhe non-tumorogenic strain as compared to the melanoma cell line. In each case, Northern analysis verified the microarray rcsuhs. ‘I’he authors speculate that the specific genes that change their expression and camsc tumor suppression are candidates for therapeutic intervention.
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Figure 3 Expression profile for several drugs and one Non-specific activator
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